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Abstract
A heuristic methodology for the reduction of very complicated trigonometric ex-
pressions is presented in the context of deriving 0 1 basis functions, for the finite
element method, from a trial function which has trigonometric terms. These results
are then compared to those obtained through canonical simplification by the method
of Grobner bases.
Introduction
It is an Interesting paradox of the finite element method that, by using conventional
polynomial basis functions to model the deformation behaviour of curved structures such
as shells and arches, it is impossible to recover strain free incremental rigid-body motions
and have an exact geometrical model at the same time. In order to guarantee convergence
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as the number of elements is increased, the trial solution must ensure compatibility and
must not introduce any strain into an element ifthe nodal displacements follow a rigid-
body movement. The ability to recover the strain free incremental rigid-body motion is
important when modelling structures which have rigid-body motion capability, such as
elements of machines or satellites for example. The ability to model accurately the ge-
ometry of the structural element is important for the purposes of modelling fidelity and
accuracy. An accurate geometric model can easily be obtained by using curvilinear coor-
dinate systems to describe the problem but the usual polynomial basis functions cannot
recover the necessary incremental rigid-body motions in these coordinate systems. In the
special case of shells of revolution and circular arches, basis functions based on trigono-
metric basis functions cast in the curvilinear coordinate system, will allow the recovery
of the strain free rigid-body motions. This has been achieved for the case of structural
models which require Co continuity (Hansen and Heppler, 1985; Heppler et al., 1986; Hep-
pler and Hansen, 1988; Heppler, 1990) with little difficulty in the derivation. However,
the derivation of trigonometric basis functions for structural theories which require C1
continuity between elements has proved to be far more difficult.
In the remainder of this paper we will present the fundamental derivation of the C1
trigonometric basis functions which, it will be apparent, need to be simplified. It is
the simplification process that is the principal topic of this paper. Since the goal is to
obtain equivalent but simpler forms of our basis functions we will first develop and test
a heuristic technique for this purpose. The method of Grabner bases is then considered
as an alternate approach. While this leads to canonical simplification (i.e. it is concerned
with the different problem of finding unique representatives for equivalent objects), such
methods often do yield results which are simplified in the desired sense. Finally the two
approaches are briefly compared.
1. The Basis Functions
For the purposes of simplicity we will restrict our attention to finite elements that
are intended for arches because these elements are only one dimensional. If the body is
decomposed into elements, a 0 1 trial solution will provide inter-element continuity of the
transverse deflection w and its first derivative (slope) at the boundary nodes.
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Regardless of the type of the trial solution, inter-element continuity of slope and dis-
placement must be maintained. Thus, a trigonometric function with a minimum of four
unknown parameters, or degrees of freedom, is required. But in order that the trial func-
tion be complete in the sense of a Fourier expansion, five degrees of freedom are necessary.
This means that the finite element should have three nodes, two end nodes and one interior
node. The end nodes will have two degrees of freedom associated with them, the deflection
and the slope, while the interior node need only have the deflection as its associated degree
of freedom. Then the trial function form of the deflection is
W = al +a2 sin(z) + aa sin(2z) +a. cos(z) + a6 cos(2z). (1)
By using the following substitutions, terms with double-angles are replaced with ex-
pressions involving simply z (this was done in order to make the simplification process
easier):
cos(2z) = 2 C052(Z) - 1,
sin(2z) = 2 sin( z) cos(e],
This results in a trial function of the form
Or in vector form:
(2)
where cT = [1,sin(z),2sin(z)cos(z),cos(z),2cos2(z)-I].
The basis function form of the trial solution is the most useful form for use in the
finite element formulation. Finding the basis function form of w(z) is achieved by first
evaluating w and its first derivative at the nodes of the element.
Hence,
WI = al+ a2 sin(Zl) + 2aaSin(Zl) COS(Zl) +a. COS(Zl) +a6(2 COS2(Zl) - 1)
w~ = a2 COS(Zl) + 2aa(2 cos2(zd -1) - a. sin(zd - 4a6 Sin(Zl) cos(zd
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W, = al+ a, sin(z,) + 2aa sin(z,) cos(z,) + a, cos(z,) + a,(2 cos'(z,) - 1)
Wa = al+ a, sin(za) + 2aasin(za) COS(Zll) +a, COs(za) +a,(2 COS'(ZlI) - 1)
w~ = a, COS(Zll) + 2aa(2 COS'(Zll) - 1) - a, Sin(ZlI) - 4a, Sin(Zll) COS(ZlI)
which form a non-homogeneous system of linear equations:
w = Ba (3)
where B is the matrix of trigonometric coefficients, a is the vector of unknown parameters
and w is the vector of generalized nodal displacements (deflections or slope).
Matrix B is square and non-singular, thus the above system of equations has a unique
solution and equation (3) can be inverted to yield:
a = B-1w = det~B) adj(B)w.
Substituting the above expression into equation (2), gives
By defining the vector of element basis functions according to
c
T det~B) adj(B) (4)
equation (2) can be rewritten as
Thus, the basis functions form of the trial solution becomes:
where N. are the basis functions. The advantage of this form of the trial solution is that the
undetermined parameters (degrees of freedom) Wh w~,W" Wa, w~ now have direct physical
significance.
The method of obtaining this expression in terms of "inc" and co"inc.s might be
easily accomplished through the use of Maple (Char et al., 1988) (see Guimaraes, 1990).
Unfortunately, each basis function N. is so large (a fraction with approximately 98 terms
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in the numerator and 76 in the denominator, with most terms consisting of four or six
factors of sine and co"ine) that their size introduces some difficulties in working with
them. To illustrate this complexity, the numerator of N1 is given in Appendix A. These
are very long and cumbersome expressions which have an excessive number of function
evaluations and multiplications.
Therefore, a simplified form which is more economical to evaluate is sought.
2. Shnpliflcation of the Basis Functions
METHOD 1: A HEURISTIC APPROACH
Breaking the simplification effort into steps, equation (4) can be written in the ex-
plicit numerator/denominator form, as the product cT adj(B) over (without performing
the division) the determinant of B, which is a very large scalar expression. So, instead of
simplifying a large and complicated fraction, one can start by working independently with
its numerator and then with its denominator or vice versa.
The vector that results from the multiplication cT adj(B), represents the vector of the
numerators of the basis functions Ni •
Some simplification of the above expressions can be accomplished through available
commands in Maple. Each N, numerator expression is simplified in turn, followed by the
determinant, i.e. the denominator, which is a particular case of the numerator and is
consequently a smaller expression.
In the following discussion it will be necessary to introduce some new terminology so
that the discussion can be made more clear and precise. Thus we introduce the following
definitions.
Definition 1 The word "term" is understood to have the usual arithmetic meaning.
Similar to the idea of the degree of a polynomial, a new concept is introduced to explain
one of the aspects of the terms of the expression.
Definition 2 The size of a term is the number of times any trigonometric function ap-
pears in the term.
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As an example:
Sin(Zl) COS(Zl) COS(Z3) sin(z2)
sin3(z2) sin(z3) COS(Zl) sin(zl)
j.s size four;
i.s .size sie,
As the discussion of the simplification process proceeds, it will be necessary to introduce
further definitions.
2.1 STEP 1: IMPLICIT SIMPLIFICATION
The first stage of the simplification, which will be called implicit, consists of the recog-
nition of terms of the form cos(z)2 +sin( z)2 = 1. Successful application of this identity
reduces the global number of terms by one, for each application.
Maple reduces the number of terms of the numerator of the basis functions to approx-
imately 78 through the command "simplify(expr,trig)".
2.2 STEP 2: FINDING AND GROUPING EQUIVALENTEXPRESSIONS
Once the implicit simplification criteria is exhausted, the next step consists of looking
for terms that might be combined into the form of the following expressions.
sin(a) cos(b) - sin(b) cos(a) = sin(a - b)
cos(a) cos(b) + sin(a) sin(b) = cos(a - b)
(5)
Difference of angle identities were chosen because, intuitively, it is the size of the
element or the distance between nodes that is important. So, in order to have Maple
identify the presence of these combinations, the creation of an "explicit" simplification
routine became necessary.
One might realize that if an algorithm is built to compare each of the 78 terms with
the remaining ones, looking for possible simplifications, Maple would waste computational
time by trying to match terms that could not possibly be combined in a fruitful manner.
Then, as a preliminary step to identifying terms which could possibly be combined
together in simplified form it became necessary to introduce the following definition.
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Definition 3 Two terms are equivalent if they are the same size and have the same ar-
guments (z, Zi, i = 1, ... ,3) the same number of times.
It is worth noting that, in order to get a simplified expression in terms of the roles
stated in expression (5) the involved terms must be "equivalent". This is a necessary but
not a sufficient condition for simplification.
Taking the following expressions as an example:
The above expressions are "equivalent" because both are size four, both present the same
arguments (Zh Z" za), and these arguments appear the same number of times in both
expressions, i.e. Zl appears once, Z2 once and Za twice. And for this case, the sum of the
two expressions can be simplified to:
Therefore, a routine to find equivalent expressions and organize them into groups was
developed in order to facilitate the simplification process. (See Guimaraes, 1990.)
Firstly, the numerator of N, is transformed into a "list" of independent elements
through the command "convert(expression,list)". Each term in N, becomes an element
in the "list". "List" means a group of elements ordered by the user and kept unchanged.
The sequence is represented precisely as it is given. As each term of the former expression
becomes an element of the list, they can be treated independently, as they have their own
identity.
The operands (i.e. trigonometric functions) of each element of the list are identified,
their arguments (z, Zh Z2,za) are collected, and the number of times each argument ap-
pears in that element is determined.
Characteristic Numbers An appropriate way to gather the numbers that represent
how many times each argument appears in the element, is by making use of the concept
of the "characteristic number" of the element.
Definition 4 The characteristic number of the element is a four digit number which char-
acterizes the element by identifying the number of times each argument appears in it. The
first digit represents the number of times that the independent coordinate Z appears as an
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argument of either a "ine or a co"ine function in the element. Similarly, the second digit
corresponds to the number of times that 2:1 appears, the third number corresponds to Z2
and the fourth to Za.
Example:
which means that the argument Z is shown twice, due to the appearance of a sin(z) cos(z),
Zl does not appear, Z2 appears once and Za appears three times, due to the exponent of
COs(za).
The above methodology was developed with the help of the command "op(n,element)",
which extracts the nth operand of the desired element. The proper argument is the first
operand of the nth operand of the element. By applying a recursive combination of the
above command, op(1,op(n,expr)), for each factor n ,n =1,2, ••• , "ize of each element, it
is possible to determine the argument of each trigonometric function in the element.
The inner command yields the trigonometric function and the outermost command
its argument. After comparing the extracted argument to all feasible coordinates Zi and
recognizing it as similar to one of these, the corresponding digit of the characteristic
number is incremented. Note that at the beginning of this procedure, the characteristic
number is set to zero (i.e. 0000).
If the nth operand of the element is a trigonometric function raised to a power, its
argument shall not be counted just once, but instead, the actual number of times it
contributes to the expression, which is indicated by its exponent.
For instance, let:
Maple identifies this expression as being of multiplication type. Maple separates each
factor as an operand, be it a number or a trigonometric function.
The command "nops(element)" yields the number of operands found in the expression,
and command "op(element)" extracts its operands. For this example four operands arise:
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The "hastype(op(n,element),trig)" command determines whether or not the ncr.
operand of the expression is of trigonometric type. Thus, it is possible to identify the
operands that contain trigonometric functions. Numerical operands will cause "hastypeO"
command to evaluate as false. Operands that give this evaluation are ignored.
For each operand that contains a trigonometric function, the routine identifies its
first operand, which is the Zi coordinate, and increments the corresponding digit in the
characteristic number for this element.
From the above example,
op(2, element) = Sin(ZI) and op(l, op(2, element» = ZI'
Furthermore, each trigonometric operand is checked in order to determine the mag-
nitude of its power. Ifthe command "hastype(op(n,expr),-)" evaluates true, its power is
the second operand of the trigonometric expression.
The number oftimes z. appears in the element is calculated by adding the power which
raises the trigonometric function that involves it, if applicable, to the number of times the
same coordinate had appeared previously in the current element.
Following the above example,
operand = op(4,element) = COS2(Z2)'
argument = op(1,op(4,element» = Z2,
power _ op(2,op(4,element» = 2.
Gathering the information of all the operands of the element of the list, the character-
istic number can be obtained.
For the above example, the characteristic number is "0220", which means that Z does
not appear in the expression, ZI appears twice, Z2 appears twice and Z3 does not appear.
Sorting the Characteristic Numbers: The element is then recorded in a table,
with its characteristic number composing the table index.
"Table" has a different meaning than matrix or list. A matrix has its indices pre-
defined and the user just feeds data into previously created fields. So the position of data
is restricted to the dimension of the matrix. For a table, the user defines not only its data
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but also its index which has no limit and no sequence at all. The index might be a real
number or an expression.
If the characteristic number serves as the index of the table, two or more elements
which yield the same characteristic number will have the same index. This means that
the last evaluated element, that presents the same characteristic number, will always be
the one that appears in the table, because it replaces the former ones. In order to avoid
this problem and still transfer all the elements of the list to the table, without destroying
the previous entries, the table index of each element of the list must be different.
By dividing the list index numbers by 100 (there are less than 100 elements), a frac-
tional decimal number results which is different for each element of the list. This fractional
decimal number is then added to the characteristic number of the element and so, a real
index for the table is established and the information in the characteristic number is not
disturbed by this process. Using this augmented characteristic number as the table index
guarantees that all elements of the list have a unique place in the table.
While the table is being created, a list with only the table indices is created concur-
rently, for future sorting. As the characteristic numbers are the integer parts of the table
indices, the sorting of the table indices causes elements of the table which have the same
characteristic number to be grouped together.
2.3 Step 3: SIMPLIFICATION WITHIN GROUPS
The conditions to get the whole list simplified are now favourable, once the elements
are re-ordered as mentioned above. But even so, it is still difficult to realize how to simplify
them efficiently.
Here we need to introduce another definition.
Definition 5 A group is a set of elements that have the same characteristic number.
The easiest way to perform the simplification is by working with groups. Each element
of a group can, tentatively, be combined with the rest of that group in order to provide a
simplified expression in terms of the difference of angles as expressed in (5). Due to the
size of the elements and due to the large number of elements involved in each group it is
not reasonable to attempt this by hand.
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Maple was used to find all the feasible combinations for each group, starting with the
groups of elements which are size six. A program used for constructing a group is given
in Guimaraes (1990).
2.4 CHOOSING THE FEASIBLE PAffiS
Given a particular group of elements, where m represents the number of elements in
the group, the program tries to combine each pair of elements.
Maple adds the selected pair and tries to factor them, through the command
"factor(memberi + member2)'" When the factorization is possible, Maple places the
trigonometric functions, that are common to both expressions, as a coefficient of the
addition of the functions which are not common to both expressions.
Consider the following three example pairs.
(1) ai = COS(Zl)sin(Z2)sin2(Za) bi = -cos(zl)sin(z2)cOS2(za)
factor(ai + bi) = COS(Zl)Sin(Z2) (sin2(za) - cos2(za»
(2) a2 = sin(za) COS(Z2) Sin(Z2)cos(za) b2 = COS2(Z2)sin2(za)
factor(a2 +b2 ) = sin(za) COS(Z2)(COS(Za) Sin(Z2) + COS(Z2) sin(za»
(3) aa = cos(z) sin(zi) cos(zd sin(z2) ba = - COS(Z2) Sin2(Zl) cos(z)
factor(aa + ba) = cos(z) Sin(Zl)(Sin(Z2) COS(Zl) - COS(Z2) sin(zd)
If the addition of the uncommon expressions (those enclosed in parentheses) gathers
two terms of two trigonometric functions each, as in items 2 and 3 above (not a trigono-
metric function raised to a 2nd power, as in item 1), it means that there is a possibility
of simplification. Otherwise this combination is abandoned and another pair is analyzed,
until all the pairs are inspected.
The feasibility of the simplification is checked for each pair that satisfies the above
condition, by comparing the terms of the factor that gathers the uncommon functions of
the factorized expression, i.e. the elements that come enclosed in parentheses. Ifthe mixed
second order partial derivative of the first term equals the second term, the simplification
is possible, ifnot this pair is discarded and another is evaluated.
For items 2 and 3 of the last example:




(COS(Zll) sin(z])) - sin(Z3)cos(z]) i= + cos(z]) sin(za),
OZ10Z2 =
0]
(sin(z]) COS(Zl)) - cos(z]) sin(zd - cos(z]) Sin(Zl)'
OZ]OZl
= -
Therefore, it is concluded that only item 3 can be simplified in this example, the others
are discarded.
Admitting that simplification is possible, the combined terms simplify as per the rule
dictated in expression (5), through the command "combine(expr,trig)", where "expr" is
the last parenthesized term in the factorized element. The simplified term is then switched
with the original one in the original factorized element, yielding a simpler factorization
(see Guimaraes, 1990).
In order to illustrate the above, item 3 of the example is analyzed below. The expression
that gathers the uncommon terms of the factorized expression, is:
Its first term is:
The double mixed partial derivative of the first term is,
which equals the second term. Therefore the parenthetic expression is simplified by Maple
as:
This allows the two elements in item 3 to be replaced by the single expression
While all possible pairs of the group are inspected, a list of all performed simplifications
is derived without regard to how many times the same element is combined with others.
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2.5 CHOOSING THE BEST COMBINATIONS EFFICIENTLY
The above process for choosing feasible pairs is a preliminary step as not all the com-
binations that have been identified can be used because usually there exist more proposed
combinations than terms to be combined. Therefore there is a need for a more detailed
study to help choose the best pairs.
On the other hand, a maximum number of combinations must be involved, such that
the chosen combinations give the minimum number of terms, yielding the smallest possible
final expression.
As a simple example, suppose that the following group of elements ei is left to be
simplified.
el = cos(za) COS(Zl) sin(zl) COS(Z2)
e2 = cos(za) sin2(zd sin(z2)
ea = - sin(za) cos2(zd COS(Z2)
e. = - sin(zs) cos(zd sin(zl) Sin(Z2)
By attempting to factor sums of elements e, + ej , iii and testing for the possibility
of simplification, the above algoritlun determines that the following pairs Pi might be
combined:
Pl = (el + e2), P2 = (el + ea),
Pa = (e2 + e.), P. = (ea +e.).
The results of performing the combinations are:
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element allocation amount
PI P, Pa P. available
el 1 1 0 '0 1
e, 1 0 1 0 1
ea 0 1 0 1 1
e. 0 0 1 1 1
Table 1: Table of element allocations and resources
But there are not enough expressions to perform all these simplifications. Therefore only
some of these suggestions can be used, but which ones?
This problem can be stated through a linear equation where the decision variables Y. 2:
0, express the number of times that combinationP. contributes to the overall simplification.
The quantity Z measures the effectiveness of the simplification process. It might be written
as:
Z = YI + Y, + Ys + Y.· (6)
But this problem is subject to restrictions on the number of available elements to be
combined. Recall that there is only one element eh one e" one ea and one e•• A table
containing the element resources and allocations is given below.
This table yields the following system of linear equations, which restrains the solution
ofy.:
1 1 0 0 Yl 1
1 0 1 0 y, 1
=
0 1 0 1 Ys 1
0 0 1 1 Y. 1
As the rank r-ef the coefficient matrix (r = 3) is smaller than the dimension n of the
matrix (n = 4), the system has an infinite number of solutions. The family of solutions is
expressed in terms of (n - r) variables as,
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Using this result in equation (6) yields:
which means that Z does not depend on the choice of Yi.
Analyzing the solution vector yT (7) and recalling that Y,. 2: 0, it is concluded that
Yi must assume values in the interval 0 :::; Yi :::; 1. Therefore the two possible values
that Yi can assume are the extremes: 0 and 1.
For Yi = 0, only the pairs P2 and Pa are considered and the simplification proceeds.
For Yi = 1, the pairs Pi ~d P, are taken into consideration. In this illustrative example
both choices yield the same result:
Should one somehow have a preference over pair Pi over the other pairs, the problem
could be re-stated by adding an arbitrary coefficient to the decision variable associated to
this pair and the choice of Yi would take another direction.
The new problem is now stated as:
where w. are the weighting coefficients. For example, suppose that Pi was judged to be
twice as desirable as any of the other pairs. Then,
where the coefficient 2 is the weighting factor. Substituting y in the above expression,
yields
As the purpose of this problem is to maximize Z, recalling that 0 :::; Y,. :::; 1 the
choice Yi = 1 yields Z larger than by choosing Yi = O. Thus, for this case one can see
the difference between choosing one or another value of Yi.
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This is a simple example with a small number of expressions, each one involved in
only two combinations, and the number of expressions equals the number of possible
combinations. This does not always happen in the true problem, thus requiring a more
elaborate analysis, which involves an optimization algorithm.
Its purpose is to allocate limited resources (elements) among competing activities (pair
of combinations) in an optimal manner. It involves planning the choice of pairs in order to
obtain an "optimal" result, i.e., a result which reaches the best reduction of the number
of elements among all feasible alternatives.
The problem is formulated by following the procedures of the previous example, Le.,
deriving an objective function and then the associated system of linear constraint equa-
tions.
The weighting factors are introduced into the objective function Z in order to dis-
tinguish quantitatively the preferred choice of some pairs over others, as shown in the
previous example.
Definition 6 The weighting factor of a certain pair of elements is the number of times
that its combined argument, of kind (:l:i - :l:J) , i -:j; j, appears in all the proposed
combinations.
This factor steers the choice of the pairs to the ones that most contribute to' the list of
proposed simplifications.
Suppose that p possibilities of simplification are suggested for a group of elements. If
a particular argument (:l:i - :tj) appears w times among all the p combinations, every pair
p, in the Z equation that possesses that argument, gets a weighting factor of w. This way,
the arguments which contribute least are filtered as the maximization process will tend to
choose the pairs with greater weights.
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where i ranges over the number of pairs of combinations, Z is the objective function to be
maximized, C is the matrix of constraint coefficients and d is the vector containing the
number of available elements.
The Maple command "maximiaefllst of constraints,objective function)" maximizes the
objective function by finding the best values of Y. that satisfy expression (8). This provides
an efficient way to choose, from all the presented combinations, the ones that yield the
most efficient simplified form.
As an example of what was described above, suppose the following group of six ex-
pressions is to be simplified.
4e1 == -4 COS(Z2) cos2(zs) sin(z) sin2(zd
4e2 == +4 sin(z2) cos2(zs) cos(z) sin2(zd
4es == -4 cos2(zI) COS(Z2) sin(z) sin2(z3)
4e4 == +4 Sin(Z2) COS2(Z1)cos(z) sin2(za)
8es == -8 Sin(Z2)sin(z1) COS(Z1) sin(za) COS(Z3) cos(z)
8ee == +8 Sin(Z1) cos(zI) COS(Z2) Sin(Z3) COS(za) sin(z) (9)
The proposed combinations are:
P1 e1 + e2 == + cos2(zs)sin2(z1)sin(z2 - z)
P2 == e1 + ee = + sin(z) COS(Z2) cos(za) Sin(Z1) sin(za - zI)
P3 e2 + es = - cos(zs) Sin(Z2)Sin(Z1) cos(z) sin(zs - Z1)
Pol = es + e4 = + COS2(Z1)sin2(zs)Sin(Z2 - z)
Ps = es + ee = - sin(z) COS(Z2) sin(zs) COS(Z1) sin(zs - zI)
Pe = e4 + es = + cos(z) sin(zs) COS(Z1) Sin(Z2) sin(zs - Z1)
Pr = es + ee = - sin(z1) cos(zI) sin(za) cos(zs) Sin(Z2 - z).





As there are three simplified expressions containing the factor (Z2 - e) and four expres-
sions containing the factor (za - Z1) appearing in the proposed combinations, the objective
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element allocation amount
Pi P2 Pa P. Ps Pe P1 bj
ei 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 4
e2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 4
ell 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 4
e. 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 4
es 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 8
ee 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 8
Table 2: Table of elements allocations and resources
function is:
(11)
Table 2 is the basis for determining the constraints in the linear progranuning problem
1 1 000 0 0
1 0 100 0 0
o 0 0 1 100
o 0 010 1 0
o 0 1 001 1








As the rank of this matrix (r = 5) is smaller than the dimension of the matrix (n = 7),
there are an infinite number of solutions in terms of n - r = 2 variables. Solving this linear
system of equations yields,
yT = {Yh 4 - Yh 4 - Yh 4 - Ys,Ys,Ys,4 + Yi - Ys}.
Substituting this y into the objective function (10) gives,
Z = -2Yi +2ys +56.
Recalling that y" ;::: 0 the solution (12) dictates that,
(Yi , Ys) ;::: 0, Yi ~ 4, s« ~ 4.
(12)
(13)
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By inspecting the possible values for Y1 and y, that respect condition (13) and that maxi-
mize expression (10), the ones that best matches the goal of the problem are Y1 = ° and
Y, = 4. Note that y, contributes to the increase of Z while Y1 contributes to its decrease.
This choice maximizes Z by steering the solution to the pairs that have the highest
weighting factors, transferring to them the available resources. Thus
v" = {0,4,4,0,4,4,0},
and the result of the simplification process is:
or
+4 sin(z) COS(Z2) cos(za) sin(z1) sin(za - Z1)
-4 cos(za) Sin(Z2) sin(zd cos(z) sin(za - zd
-4 sin(z) COS(Z2) sin(za) COS(Z1) sin(za - zd
+4 cos(z) sin(za) COS(Z1) sin(z2) sin(za - zd.
This expression can be seen as a new group of four expressions that can be factored,
tested and combined as in the previous example. Following that procedure, the overall
simplification results as:
4sin2(za - zdsin(z2 - e],
which is a substantial simplification of the original six expressions (9).
In the above example, all the available elements were included into the final expres-
sion. But suppose there were more expressions ee than were required for the simplified
expression, for example:
gee = +9 sin(zd cos(zd COS(Z2) sin(za) cos(za) sin(z).
In this case there would be nine expressions ee available but only eight needed for the
overall simplification.
Therefore, for the sake of generality, all the constraints equations should be expressed
as inequalities to introduce the necessary flexibility to the system.
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This problem falls into a category of linear programming that might be solved through
the Simplex Method, available in the "simplex" library of the Maple language (Char et
al., 1988).
This problem is complicated by the fact that it includes inequalities, which are much
less amenable to algebraic manipulation than equations. The first step is to convert the
model into an equivalent one containing no inequalities, except for the non-negativity
constraints by the use of slack variables (Hillier,1972).
Once this problem is solved through the simplex method, the same simplified element
results as obtained in the above example except that there is one element ee left over.
As explained in Guimaraes (1990) the optimization procedures are performed just once
during the simplification process.
The result of simplifying a size six group is a size four group. In fact, it is a size five
group, but as the trigonometric functions with two arguments do not take part into the
following simplification, they are not considered as a part of the active expression.
Whenever the size of the group coincides with the number of elements in the group,
there is just one way to simplify the group or perhaps none . Thus, no optimization
procedure is necessary when the size of the remaining expressions reach this circumstance.
2.6 ASSEMBLY OF THE GROUPS
The ideal goal of the method is to get only one simplified element for the maximum
number of groups of size six or size four elements, but this is not always easy or possible
to accomplish.
Once a group is identified in the list of sorted elements it does not mean that its
simplification will succeed automatically and inunediately. There may be cases where the
elements that form the group are not adequate to accomplish the simplification. This is
called an incomplete group.
For such cases, one should consider gathering, to the group, smaller size elements
multiplied by the identity cos(0:)2 +sin( 0:)2, where 0: is the coordinate which is missing in
the smaller element, as compared to the larger group. This is easily done by comparing
the characteristic number of the elements. The difference between one of any of the
corresponding digits of the characteristic numbers of the expressions must be two.
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This method doesn't change the smaller elements and avoids the addition of new
elements to the expression. Please refer to the program given in Guimaraes (1990).
It might happen that no elements in the expression can help the simplification by being
gathered to the incomplete group. For this case a new element shall be designed to be
joined to the group and satisfy the conditions for its simplification.
ITa simplified result is successfully reached, parallels between this and the next groups
should be looked for and the same steps could be tentatively followed.
Once a group of elements is defined, an optimization subroutine chooses the best track
to get it simplified. The full process is very complicated to be completely automated
because it involves possibly several steps of the above mentioned re-arrangements of the
elements and turns out to be more difficult when new elements are designed to be fit into
the group.
The design of new elements depends on such a great deal of considerations that it was
not possible to develop, in a short period, a routine to automate it.
Occassionally a point is reached during the simplification process where it appears that
no further progress is possible. Often it is possible to make further progress by adding
new elements to the group such that they sum to zero but also so that they allow further
simplification.
As a specific example of the effectiveness of this process the numerator of the N1 basis
function is given in Appendix A in its unsimplified and its simplified forms. Some simple
measures of the effectiveness of the process described here are reported in Table 3.
It may be seen that the number of addition and multiplication operations are dra-
matically reduced. The biggest benefit may well be that in the simplified form the basis
functions are simply less intimidating and less cumbersome.
3. Simplification of the Basis Functions.
METHOD 2: REDUCTION MODULO GROBNER BASES
It is widely understood that while heuristic simplification and canonical simplifica-
tion are different problems, a procedure for one may lead to a procedure for the other.
Heuristic methods [e.g. that of section 2) are often considered when canonical methods
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Number of operation evaluations
Before and after simplification
of each basis function
operation N1 &N4 N2 &N5 N3 & Det.
before after before after before after
cosine 4 6 4 6 4 4
sine 4 5 4 6 4 4
addition 98 19 108 20 80 19
multipl. 502 28 576 32 396 28
Table 3: Effect of the heuristic simplification process
are unavailable, of excessive computational cost, or inappropriate in terms of the type of
results produced.
In the present case a canonical method, namely the Grabner basis method due to
Buchberger (1965, 1985), may indeed be applied. It remains to see how appropriate this
method is in comparison to our previous approach.
In order to apply Buchberger's method, the problem must be phrased in terms of
polynomial simplification modulo a system of side relations. To this end, we write the
numerators and denominator of the trigonometric basis functions (i.e. N l , ••• , N" det(B))
from equation (4) as polynomials in the 8 indeterminates
C; := cos(z;), S;:= sin(z;), 0 ~ i ~ 3. (14)
It is then obvious how these basis functions may be simplified modulo the trigonometric
identities
(15)
However, it was observed in the previous section that more dramatic simplification is
possible through application of the difference formulae (5):
S;Cj - SjC; - S;j =0, c;Cj +SjS; - C;j =0 , (16)
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where we have used the new indeterminates
C;j := cos(z; - Zj), "ij'- sin(zi - Zj), 0 $ i < i $ 3. (17)
Along with the formulae
(18)
the relations in'(15), (16) give a total of 22 side relations. Our goal is therefore to simplify
the trigonometric quantities which arise in the basis functions, considered as elements of
the polynomial ring 1
modulo the set of polynomials given by (15), (16) and (18).
Consider an ordered set of n indeterminates
given by some permutation of {co, Cit ... , "32}' Suppose we order the set of terms in x
[i.e. power products zit ...z~..) by a total ordering <T satisfying
for all such terms u, v, w. Then <T induces a reduction relation on the non-zero polyno-
mials in x, Q[x] - {O}: any such polynomialp reduces modulo any other such polynomial
q if there is a nonzero monomial in p whose term is divisible by the leading term of q
with respect to <T' That is, a multiple of q may be subtracted from p to obtain a new
("simpler") polynomial. This leads to an algorithm reduce(p, F), which gives the result
of carrying out such "re-scale and subtract" operations upon p (using the polynomials in a
set F) as far as possible. Specifically, we will seek a reduced form for each of the quantities
Nit ... , Nil det(B) (as "p") modulo the 22 side relations in (15), (16) and (18) (as "F").
In general, this reduced form can always be computed in finitely many steps; however, it
will not be unique unless F is a Grabner basis. For any fixed, admissible <T, an arbitrary
set F may be transformed to a Grabner basis by the well-known algorithm of Buchberger
(1965,1985). IfG is a Grabner basis corresponding to F, then reduce(., G) is a canonical
1 Although the polynomials have inteser coefficientl, we view them as elements of the rationals.
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function on Q[x]/Ideal(F); that is, reduction modulo G is a canonical simplifier modulo
the side relations in F. We refer the reader to Buchberger (1985) for a more detailed
introduction to the computation and applications of Grabner bases.
In the present situation, such an approach presents two new difficulties. Firstly, it is
known that the computation of Grabner bases is intrinsically hard. Hence it may not be
feasible to compute such a basis for our 22 polynomials in n = 20 variables. Secondly, we
require the results of reducing our basis functions modulo the Grobner basis to be simpler
in a particular sense - which may not correspond to the canonical one. For example, we
hope to achieve a significant reduction in the number and degree of terms present. Both
of these difficulties are related to the choice of term ordering <T' Since we desire the
elimination of the indeterminates Co, Ch ••• , "a, we require <T to be lexicogrophic in
these variables. Namely, ifxis a permutation in which the variables in (14) precede those
in (17), and
u = x~' •• . z~~ ,
are terms in x, then U <T v iff
V - _i. _i~- ....1· ........
{3 I (1 ~ I ~ 8) such that i, < i, and i" = i", 1 ~ k < I}, or
where <T. is another admissible term ordering. The secondary ordering <T. may be chosen
arbitrarily, but a few choices seem particularly appropriate:
1. Let <T. be lexicographic as well, so that <T is purely lezicoqraphic •
2. Let <T. order terms by total degree (see, e.g., Buchberger, 1985), breaking ties by:
(a) lexicographic ordering, or (b) reverse lexicographic ordering.
Then <T is a hybrid term ordering.
It is known that the complexity ofBuchberger's algorithm is lowest for degree orderings,
in particular the degree/reverse lexicographic ordering (see Lazard, 1983). Moreover, one
would expect canonical simplification with respect to a degree-ordering to yield results
which are indeed "simpler" in the required sense.
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However, since the hybrid term orderings described above are not currently available in
Maple's Grabner basis package ("grobner"), we will first consider the purely lexicographic
ordering. There remains the problem of choosing a.permutation of variables. With a little
foresight, we first try the permutation
Using Maple V on a Sun4/490 processor, the lexicographic basis for the polynomials given
in (15), (16), (18) was computed in 270 seconds and 1380 kbytes of storage. Then, each
of the basis functions (expressed in the new indeterminates) was fully reduced modulo the
Grabner basis; this required 24 seconds and 1245 kbytes for all six quantities. The results
are indeed simpler than the original expressions. In fact, on closer examination they reveal
a useful amount of structure. For example, when factored the reduced form of det(B) is
det(B)' = -4(C31 - 1)2(C21 -1)(c32 -1).
Reduced results which contain any 3ij may be written as polynomials in the 3ij with
factored coefficients. The resulting forms of the reduced expressions are given in Appendix
B.
It is natural to wonder about the effect of choosing other permutations of the indeter-
minates. It turns out that the above results are very nearly optimal in this respect. Using
a permutation such as
one obtains reduced results which are identical to those shown in Appendix B. However,
the Grobner basis cannot be computed using the Maple library code (at least, in under
30,000 seconds). This reflects the fact that Buchberger's algorithm is extremely sensitive
to permutations of variables when the purely lexicographic ordering is used. On the other
hand, for a choice such as
the Grobner basis is easy to compute but the reduced results admit no factorizations! It
seems that the most useful permutations are those similar to (19), such as
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Idet(B)~ N4 I N5 ~
cosine 3 4 4 3 4 4
before sine 3 4 4 3 4 4
multo 428 376 408 202 376 408
add. 80 75 77 43 75 77
reduced cosine 3 6 6 3 6 6
using. sine 0 0 2 0 0 2
(19) multo 4 20 6 4 0(72) 20(29)
add. 3 14 10 3 2(24) 16(25)
reduced cosine 2 3 3 2 3 3
using sine 2 3 3 2 3 3
(20) multo 6 12 7 6 0(25) 20(36)
add. 4 11 8 4 2(17) 20(28)
Table 4: Complexity of basis functions, before and after reduction modulo lexicographic
Grobner bases
With this permutation, the computation of the Grobner basis and the subsequent reduc-
tions together take only 30 seconds and 1310 kbytes. Some of the reduced results (see
Appendix C) are simpler than those obtained with (19). Since the basis functions are
independent, we are free to choose whichever simplified forms we like. In addition, both
sets of reduced results are so simple that it was easy to notice relations such as
N4' = det(B)' - N3' - N1' , (21)
which further reduce the cost of computing the entire set. These results are sununarized
in Table 4; the parenthesized figures for N 4, N5 give the results of using the actual
reduced expressions, rather than relations such as (21) (see Appendix B). Note also that
the "before" figures of Table 4 differ from those of Table 3 in that we have not yet applied
the formulae (15). We observe from Table 4 that the entire set of basis functions may be
computed using only 46 multiplications and 45 additions.
It is not surprising that some care and experimentation may be required to compute the
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above lexicographic Grabner bases. Still, one might hope that the hybrid term orderings
would prove even more suitable. Since such orderings are not currently available in Maple,
the library code was modified to use both of the hybrid orderings described earlier. We
found that, using any of the permutations mentioned above, the necessary Grabner basis
computations were actually more difficult. For example, using permutation (20) and
the lexicographic + degree/reverse lexicographic hybrid ordering, the entire simplification
process required 1200 seconds and 1900 kbytes. Furthermore, the reduced basis functions
(while of lower total degree) contain more terms than the corresponding lexicographic
results, and do not factor; neither do any relations such as (21) appear.
4. Surmnary
It has been demonstrated how basis functions for the finite element method may be
generated using a simple Maple program. Although the example presented here is for a
one dimensional C1 element that has a strictly trigonometric trial function the method is
completely general.
The basis functions that were derived were very complicated and required some simpli-
fication. A method for simplifying very large multivariate functions which contain many
complicated terms involving trigonometric functions has been presented. in aid of the
simplification process the ideas of term size, term characteristic number and groups have
been employed to advantage, as have the trigonometric difference formula (5). It has been
demonstrated that the problem can be reduced to a linear optimization problem which
can be effectively treated by Maple. While no single step of the entire scheme requires
more than a few seconds of computer time, there remains the problem that the overall
process is slightly cumbersome and difficult to automate.
The Grabner basis method has also been examined and found to be quite appropri-
ate for the problem considered. Although some experimentation is necessary to choose a
suitable permutation of (trigonometric) variables, good results were obtained using using
available Maple library code within "reasonable" computing times. Contrary to our ex-
pectations, the pure lexicographic term ordering is (for suitable permutations) preferable
to hybrid "degree/lexicographic" orderings. Of course, the results of Appendices B and
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C may also be combined with those from any other permutation or term ordering. Such
experimentation aside, the method offers the advantage of being highly automated.
It must be cautioned however, that for other problems one may find the Grabner basis
calculations too costly, or their subsequent results unsuitable. When the pure lexicographic
ordering is desired, the former problem may often be alleviated by the technique described
in Czapor (1991) (which will soon be available in the Maple implementation). Still it
remains clear that the heuristic approach remains a highly useful one.
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Appendix A
Numerator of the Basis Function N l before simplification
+Seos(2: )sin(2:3)'cos( 2:3)-4eos(2:deos(2:a)cos(2:,)' + Seos(2:d'eos(2:3)'eos( 2:)'
-4sin(2:,)sin(2:1 )cos( 2:)' + 4cos( 2:3)eos(2:,)eos( 2:)' + Scos(2:deos(2:3)3cos( 2:,)'
-Seos(2:d'sine2:3)'cos( 2:,)' -4cos(2:deos(2:,)cos( 2:)' -Seos(2:d'cos(2:3)'cos( 2:,)'
-4eos(2: )eos(2:dcos(2:3)'-4sin(2: )sin(2:3)eos(2:,)' + Seos(2:d'sine2:3)'cos(2:)'
-Ssin(2:,)eos( x3)\in(2:1) + Seos( 2: )eos( 2:deos(2:a)'l
+ 16cos(2:dcos( x,)sin(2:a)'cos( 2:a) + 4sin(2:,)sin(xa)eos(2:3)'
-4sin(x)sin(2:l)COS(X3)' + 16sin(z,)cos(xa)asine2:1 )eos( 2:1)
+4sin(x,)eos(2:,)sin(xdeos(2:a)a-Scos(Xl)sin(xa)'cos(2:3)'cos( 2:,)
-4cos(2: )COS(2:3)COS(z,)' + 4eos(2:deos(x,)cos(X3)' -Ssin(z,)sin(xdcos(Zl)COS(Z3)
+4sin(2:3)eos(2:3)'sine2:l)eos(2:,)' + 4eos( X3)'eos( X,)'
-Scos(xdeos(Z3)''cOS(X,) + 4cos( Xl)sin(X3)'cos(2:3)eos(2:,)'
-Ssin(x,)sin(2:3)'cos(2:3)'sine2:1) + 4sin(2:3)sin(Xl)eos( z)'
-Seos(2:,)sin(2:3)'cos(2:3) + 4cos( 2: )eos( X3)3
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-8sin(x2)eos(xd2sin(xa)eos(Xa)2 + 4eos( xdeos(xa)eos( X)2
+4sin(x)sin(xdeos(X2)2 + 4eos( xdsin(X2)eos(X2)sin(xa)eos(xd
+Ssin(x)sin(Xl)eos(oZ:l)eos(Xa) + Ssin(x)eos( Xl)2sin(xa)eos( xa)2
+ 16sin(x)eos(xa)2sin(xdeos(xdeos(x2)-4sin(Xa)2 eos(x)2
-Ssin(X2)eos(X2)sin(xl )eos( Zl)eos(Xa)2 + 4sin(X2)sin(za)eos(z)2
-4sin(x)sin(xa)eos(xa)2 + Ssin( x2)sin(Xa)2 eos(xa)sin(xdeos(xd
-8sin(xa)eos(Za)2sin( xl)eos(Xl)eos( X2) + Ssin( X)eos( X)eos( Xl)eos( x2)sin(xa)eos(xa)
-4sin(x )eos(x)eos(xdsin(xa)eos(x2)2 -Ssin(x )eos(x )sin(xl)sin(za)2eos(xa)
+Ssin(X)eos( X)sin(xdeos(xl)sin(xa)2 + 8eos(xd2COS(Z2)eoS(Za)a
+4sin(x2)sin(xl)eos(zd-Seos(z )sin(z2)sin(za)eos(xa)
-Seos(X )eos( Xl)2eos(za)a -4sin(xa)sin(zdeos(X2)2
+4eos(z)eos(zdcos(Z2)2 + 8sin(x)eos(za)\in(zl)
-4eos(za)2eos(Z)2-4sin(z )eos( z )sin(zdeos(za)a
+Ssin( X )eos(z)sin(xl)eos(Xl)eos(za)2-Ssin(z)sin(zl)eos(zl)eos(z2)
+Ssin(z )eos( Zl)2sin( za)Cos(Z2)2 -16sin(z )eos( zd2eos(z2)sin(za)eos(Za)
-8eos(Za)eos(zd2eOS(Z2)eos(z)2 -4eos(za)sin(Z2)eos(z2)sin(Zl)eos(Z)2
+Ssin(Z)eos( z2)sin(Za)eos( za)-16eos(z )sin(z2)sin(zl)eos(Zl )eos( za)2
-4sin(Zl)sin(za)eos(Za)2eos(z)2 + Seos(zdeos(z2)eoS(Za)2eos(z)2
+Seos(z)sin(zdeos(zl)sin(za)eos(zd + 8cos(z)sin(z2)sin(zl)eos(zd
-4eos(zdsin(xa)2cos(Za)eos( Z)2 + 8eos( Z)sin(z2)eos(Z2)Sin(zdcos(zdeos(Za)
-16eos(X)sin(zdeos(za)eos(zl)2 -8eos(z)sin(zdeos(zl)sin(za)
-8sin(x)cos(xa)2sin(Zl )eos( Z2)2 -Ssin(z)sin(z2)eos(z2)sin(zl)sin(zll)eos(za)
-16sin(z)eos(za)aSin(Zl)eos(zl) + 8sin(z)sin(xa)2eos(za)2sin(zd
-8sin(z )sin(za)2cos(za)sin(zI)eos(Zl) + 4sin(Zll)2cos( Z2)2
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+8cos(:I:)cos(:l:t}2COS(:Z:3)COS(:Z:2)2 + 8sin(:z: )cos(:z: )sin( :Z:2)sin(:z:t}sin(:l:3)COS(:1:3)
-8sin(:z:)cos(:I: )sin( :Z:2)sin(:l:l )cos(:z:t}sin(:Z:3) + 8sin(:z:)sin( :Z:2)COS(:Z:2)sin(:Z:1 )cos(xt}sin( X3)





+4sin(X)COs(x)cos(xa)sin( Xl)COS(Z2)2-8sin(Z)COs(z )cos(xa)sin( Xl)cos(X1)COS(Z2)
+8sin(x2)eos(x2)sin(zl)sin(X3)2cos(x3)-8sin(Z2)COS(Z2)Sin(Xl)COs(Xl)Sin(X3)2
-8cos(xt}cos( X3)3cos(X)2
Numerator of N l Basis Functions Mter Simplification
+4 {l- COS(Xl - x) Cos(xa - X2)}{COS(Xl- x) + COS(X3 - X2)}
-4 {l- COS(X3 - x) COS(Z2 - Xl)} {COS(X3 - X) + COS(X2 - Xl)}
+2 {2 + COS(X3 - zt} COS(X3 - :l:2)}{COS(X3 - X2)- 2 COS(Z3 - Xl)}
-2 {2 + COS(:Z:3 - xd COS(Z3 - x)} {COS(za -:I:) - 2 COS(X3 - xd}
+2 Sin(X2 - x) COS(Xl - z) {sin(z3 - X2)+ 2 sin(x2 - xd}
+2 Sin(X2 - x) sin(zl - z ){COS(X3- X2) - 2 COS(X2 - :z:t}}
+2sin(z2 - x) sin(:Z:3 - xd {COS(X2 - x) + 4 COS(Z3 - xt}}
-8 sin(x3 - :cd {sin(z2 - :l:d + sin(X1 - x)}
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Appendix B
Basis functions reduced using lexicographic basis, permutation (19).
det(B)' = -4(C31 - 1)2(cn - 1)(C32 - 1)
N1' = 4(C30 - 1)(2cIOC32C31 - C20C3lC32 - 2Cs2 C3l Cn - C30 Cn + CSICSO - C32 C30
+Ca2Cn + C20Cn + 2CalCn - 2CSICI0 + C~2 + C30 - Cn - Ca2)
N2' = -4(cao - 1)[(ca2 - 1)(1- Cal - CI0 + Cao)531
+(Cal -1)(cal - Cao + C20 - C21)5s2]
N3' = -4(Cal - 1)2(clo - 1)(cao - 1)
N4' = det(B)' - N3' - Nl'
= 4CaoC2oC31C32 + 4C~1 C30CI0 - 8C32C3lC30CI0 - 4C~IC32C21 + 8C32C31C30C21
-4C~OC31 + 4C~OC32 - 4C~lC30 + 4C~lc32 - 4C~2CSO - 4C~lCI0 - 8C3lC30C21
+4cnc~o + 8CI0C32CSl - 4C32CaoCn - 4C20C31 C32 + 4C~1Cn - 4C30C20C21
+12c31Cao - 8C32Cal + 4C20C21 - 4c~o + 4C~2 + 4C30CI0 - 4CI0
N5' = N2' - 4(C31 -1)[(C32 -1)(C30CIO - Cal)S31
-(C20C~1 - CI0C32C31 - C31C30 C21 + CI0Cal C30 - CSIC20
+C31C21 + C32CI0 - C30CI0 - C~l + C32 C30 - C32 + C31)S32]
= -4(C32 - 1)( -CI0C31C30 - C31C30 + C~l + c~o + CIO - 1)531
-4(C31 - 1)(C20C~1 + CI0C31C30 - C3l C30Cn - CIOC32 C31 - C~l - C31 C20
+C31C21 + C31 C30 - C30CI0 + C30C20 + C32CIO + C32C30
-C~o - caocn - C32 - C20 + Cn + C30)S32
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Appendix C
Basis functions reduced using lexicographic basis, permutation (20).
det(B)' = -4(C31 - 1)2(c32 - 1)(C32C31 + S32S31 - 1)
Nl' = -4(C30 - 1)(c32 - 1)[(2c31 + 1)(C31 - 1)(c32 - C30)
+(C32 - 2C31 + 1)S31S30 - (C30 - 2C31 + 1)S32S31]
N2' = -4(C31 - 1)(c30 -1)(c32 - 1)[(c32 - C30)S31
+(C31 - C32)S30 + (C30 - C31)S32]
N3' = -4(C31 - 1)2(c30 - 1)(C30C31 + S31S30 - 1)
N4' = det(B)' - N3' - Nl'
NS' = N2' - 4(C31 -1)[(C31 -1)(c30 - C32)S30S31S32
+Cal(C30 - l)(c32 - 1)(c32 - C30)S31
-(C31 -1)(c32 - 1)(Ca2Cal + Cal - CaoCal - Cao)Sao
-(Cal -1)(cao - 1)(Ca2Cal - CaoC31 - C31 + C32)Sa2]
